
Tara Flannery’s 
MAGICAL Wooden Dome Connector guide! 

PARTS LIST for 14ft dome

35 total 8ft 1x2 pine furring strips. (approx $1.05 each)
130+ small wood screws. 
1 - small rubber mallet (often sold at Dollar Tree)
1 - something to sand the wood ends with. You might need it because 
the 1x2s vary in size ever so slightly. I just rub them on the driveway if 
they don’t quite �t, but a foam sanding block or rasp is nice too. 

“B” struts are long, at 4ft 3in
“A” struts are short, at 3ft 9in 

GOING TO THE HARDWARE STORE

*TIP: dont buy your wood really far in 
advance and let it sit around. The wood will 
swell, and then youre going to be doing a lot 
of sanding. 

- Pick out 35 of the straightest pieces of 1x2 
pine you can �nd.
- Have them cut to 4ft 3in 
(Cut 5 at a time. At Home Depot you dont get charged 
for under ten cuts.)
- Bring a connector in with you to make sure 
the wood screws you want to use will work. 
Choose screws appropriate to your project. 
You can also use the connector to make sure 
the 1x2s you’re looking at will work, or if they will need sanding.

- Pick up whatever else you want! Chicken wire, insulation, plywood, 10 pavers to help level the dome, 
etc. 

PUTTING THE FRAME TOGETHER

- Organize your stu�. Make an A strut pile, B strut pile, and organize all your connectors. 

- Start at the bottom, lay out ten B struts in a circle. 
- Alternate bottom connectors, BBAB and BABB. 
- Screw in the struts with a single screw once you have tapped it with the rubber mallet to make sure it 
is fully seated against the internal angle in the connector. Do this as you go. 

You might have to sand some ends to get them in. If you accidentally crack a connector forcing a strut 
in or wiggling it around (lever action!), its okay. It’ll still work. Carry on! 

Once the entire bottom row is put together, and screwed in, follow the assembly diagram and SCREW 
THE STRUTS IN AS YOU GO.  

THE FIVE SIDED PIECES ARE ALL “A” STRUTS ( so they arent marked. ) 

10 six sided AB connectors,
6 �ve sided A only connectors 
5 BBAB foundation connectors
5 BABB foundation connectors 

http://www.domerama.com/calculators/2v-geodesic-dome-calculator/2v-assembly-diagram/


